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The notion of quantum process with continuous trajectories is defined in terms of 
mutual quadratic variations and it is proved that for classical stochastic processes, 
this notion of continuity of trajectories coincides with the usual one. Our main 
result is that any continuous trajectory difference martingale M which is a 
Grassmann measure with scalar non-atomic brackets is isomorphic to a Fermion 
white noise (mean zero Fermi-Gaussian family) whose covariance coincides with 
the brackets of M. This is a fermion version of the Levy representation theorem for 
classical Brownian motion. (0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. hT~oDucT10N 
According to M. Emery and P. A. Meyer [12], “One of the great 
theorems of probability theory is Levy’s result that any martingale (X,) 
such that X0=0 and 
d[X, X] = dt 
has the same law as Brownian motion... ” In this note we prove a Fermion 
generalization of this Levy theorem. In fact our result generalizes Levy’s 
theorem also in another direction, namely we do not require the index set 
of our process to be a subset of the real line, but we allow it to be an 
arbitrary measurable space. This gives in particular, a Levy theorem for 
fields-a result which seems to be new even in classical probability. The 
natural tool for this generalization is the quantum probabilistic extension 
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of the theory of mutual quadratic variations (or square brackets) proposed 
in [8]. The possibility of a quantum Levy theorem was conjectured by one 
of us during the 1984 Heidelberg Conference on Quantum Probability and 
some basic ideas of the proof (in the Boson and cyclic-separating case) are 
described in [2]. In [9] a supersymmetric quantum Levy theorem is 
proved in the context of the quantum independent increment processes. In 
[3] a Boson-Fermion theorem of Levy type is proved. In the latter paper, 
in order to bypass the problem posed by the non-existence (at that time) 
of a stochastic calculus for general quantum semimartingales, the problem 
was studied in the context of the so-called “Levy fields” whose classical 
analogue are the exponential semi-martingales associated to the initially 
given Levy martingale via the solution of a stochastic differential equation. 
Currently such a general quantum stochastic integration theory has been 
developed and this has allowed us to prove the Levy theorem in its original 
formulation (i.e., directly in terms of a single quantum martingale) and also 
in the Boson case [6]. All the above mentioned results make essential use 
of the fourth moments condition introduced in the present paper. Here we 
prove that, in the classical case and in the conditions of the above 
mentioned papers, this four moment condition is in fact equivalent to the 
continuity of the trajectories. From a quantum probabilistic point of view, 
the most serious limitation of all these theorems (including the present one) 
is the assumption that the increments of the martingale commute with the 
past (or its equivalent in the multidimensional case). This assumption 
restricts the discussion to a narrow class of quantum noises. On the other 
hand the above mentioned quantum Levy theorems from one side and the 
recently proved quantum invariance principles [4, 51 from the other side, 
prove that, within the class of quantum noises which 
(i) have increments commuting with the past 
(ii) have continuous trajectories (cf. Section 5) 
(iii) have brackets of constant scalar type (cf. Section 6 for this 
notion), 
both in the Boson and the Fermion case, one has only four canonical 
forms. In the Boson case two are classical stochastic processes (the real and 
the complex Brownian motion) and the other two are quantum processes 
(the Fock Brownian motion and the one parameter family of the universal 
invariant Brownian motions). 
In Section 2 we introduce our notations. Section 3 shows the connection 
between Grassman measures and Clifford algebras. Section 4 contains the 
proof of the Fermion Levy theorem. In Section 5 the relations between 
square brackets, oblique brackets, and fourth moments conditions are 
discussed. In Section 6 a natural action of the complex symplectic group of 
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order two (and more generally of the current group on R associated to it) 
on the stochastic processes is introduced and the four canonical forms 
mentioned above are deduced as invariants of this action. 
2. NOTATIONS 
Throughout this paper d will denote a topological *-algebra (always 
with unit, by definition); (T, Y) a measurable space; and Y0 E Y a sub- 
family of 5, closed under finite unions, intersections, and relative 
complements. For an d-valued measure M on YO, we write 
M, =M; M, = M*, (2.1) 
where M* is the d-valued measure M on Y0 defined by 
M*(Z) = M(Z)*, ZE To. (2.2) 
Often we shall also write M, instead of M(Z). 
If M, N are two &-valued measures on Y0 their mutual quadratic 
variation-or bracket- is defined by 
C CM, Nl l(Z) = ,,kti%c,,  MU,) W,), 
b 
where [[M, N]] is defined if the limit (2.3) exists in the topology of d for 
each ZE&. 
As in [8] we use the double square brackets notation in order to prevent 
confusion with commutators. 
For each ZE 5, 9(Z) denotes the family of all the finite partitions (Z,) of 
I. Since Y(Z) is an increasing net for the partial order induced by the usual 
refinement relation among partitions, if X, is a family of elements of d 
indexed by S(Z), the expression 
limX,=X (2.4) 
b(I) 
has a natural meaning. With this definition of brackets it is clear that, if the 
brackets [[M, N]] of two d-valued measures M, N exist, they are 
necessarily an d-valued measure on &. As explained in [S], one can 
adopt a weaker notion of convergence in the definition of brackets. In that 
case, however, the fact that for two general measures M, N, their bracket 
is still a measure does not follow from the definition and should be 
assumed. The symbol { ., .} will denote the anticommutator 
{a, 6) =ab+ba, a, bed (2.5) 
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and for an arbitrary operator XE d we shall use the notations 
X”=Xifs=l Jp=x* ifEC2 (2.6) 
and 
ReX=k(X+X*); ImX=~(X-X*). (2.7) 
As in [9] we use the double square bracket notation [ [ ]] in order to 
prevent confusion with commutators. 
The multiples of the identity in d will be called scalar operators. 
By a real pre-Hilbert space we mean a real vector space endowed with 
a, possibly complex valued and possibly degenerate, scalar product. Given 
a real pre-Hilbert space H, a Clifford algebra over H is a pair {V C} where 
@? is a *-algebra and 
C:feH+C(f)=C+%Z (2.8) 
is a real linear map satisfying 
C(f )* = C(f )3 Vfe H (2.9) 
C(f).C(g)+C(g).C(f)=: {C(f)? C(g)I=2(“L g>, f, ge H. (2.10) 
Moreover the set { C(f ): f E H} 1s a set of algebraic generators of %‘. 
Notice that (2.9) and (2.10) imply that a necessary condition for the 
existence of a Clifford algebra on a real pre-Hilbert space H is that the 
scalar product on H is real valued. This condition is also sufficient. More 
precisely, given such an H there exists a, unique up to isomorphism, 
Clifford algebra over H, denoted (V(H) C} such that if {%” C’} is any 
other Clifford algebra over H, then the map 
C(f)EV(H)t+C’(f)EG? (2.11) 
extends to an homomorphism of V(H) onto W. The pair {V(H) C} is 
called the Clifford algebra over H and it can be shown that on it there 
exists a unique C*-norm. The completion of ‘Z(H) under this norm (still 
denoted ‘Z’(H) when no confusion can arise) is called the Clifford 
C*-algebra and if (55” C’} is a pair such that: (i) W is a C*-algebra; 
(ii) C’: H + W is a map satisfying (2.8), (2.9) and such that the algebra 
spanned by the C’(f) (f E H) is dense in %’ then the map (2.11) extends to 
an homomorphism of C*-algebras. These properties will be referred to as 
the universal property of the Clifford algebra (resp. C*-algebra). 
Now let H be a real pre-Hilbert space with a complex structure defined 
by an operator i: H + H satisfying i2 = - 1 and with a complex valued 
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scalar product (in Section 3) we shall see that to every difference martin- 
gale with a scalar conditional variance one can canonically associate such 
a space). 
By a real structure on H we mean a real pre-Hilbert subspace H, c H 
such that: 
(i) The restriction of the scalar product of H on HO is real valued. 
(ii) HO + iH, = H. 
If H is a complex Hilbert space and HO defines a real structure on H and 
if the scalar product on H is sesquilinear, then H, n iH, = (0) because of 
(i) and, for the same reason, H, is orthogonal to the space iH,-, for the 
pre-scalar product on H given by the real part of the initial scalar product 
on H if and only if H is a complex Hilbert space. 
If H is a pre-Hilbert space as above then on the real Hilbert space (with 
real valued scalar product) {H, Re( . . . ) ,} the Clifford algebra {g(H), C} 
is well defined. Moreover, for each real structure HO on H we can define 
the operators 
4f0) = Wd + iC(if0); a + (h) = C(h) - Uif,) (2.12a) 
a(&) = a+(fd = C(h) - iC(if,) (2.12b) 
(fO E HO) and extend the maps a * ( .) by real linearity. The resulting maps 
a’( .): H + g(H) satisfy the Canonical Anticommutation Relations (CAR) 
{a(f), a’(s)) =2(.L s> VA g~H~HoO~Ho. (2.13) 
The operators C(S) are called the Segalj’ieZds and are intrinsically defined; 
the operators a*(f) are called the creation and annihilation operators, 
respectively, and depend on the choice of a real structure HO on the Hilbert 
space H. Given such a structure the algebra %‘(H) can be identified, by the 
real linearity of C, with the complex polynomial algebra in the non- 
commuting variables a’ (fO) with so E H,,. This remark will be used in the 
proof of Theorem (4.4). For more informations on Clifford algebras and 
their role in quantum field theory, we refer to [13, 141. 
Now we introduce the notion of Gaussian state and, even if our main 
result concerns exclusively the Fermion-Gaussian states, we give this 
definition in full generality. 
DEFINITION (2.1). Let H be a set, d a *-algebra, and cp a state on &. 
A self-adjoint family of operators B = {b(f): f E H} E d, indexed by H, is 
called a mean ‘zero Gaussian famil’y with respect to cp if the following 
identities hold: 
cp(Wfl 1 . . . WJ) = 0 (2.14) 
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if n is odd and 
cp(Wl). ... . Wh)) = C 
il, . . . . Ji. 
. . . cp(wf,,“-,) .4fh,))> (2.15) 
where the sum is taken over all the (ji, . . . . jzn) from 1 to 2n such that 
.i, <.i2 ...j2n-1<j2n and j,<j,< . . . < j,,, _ i and where, for each natural 
integer n, (jl, . . . . j2,) is a permutation over n symbols and 
-WI, . . . . .LJ = 
+1 for each n and each (jr, . . . . jzn) 
sgn(jl y . . . . An) for each n and each (j,, . . . . j2,,). 
In the former case, we speak of a Boson-Gaussian family, in the latter 
case a Fermion-Gaussian family. In particular, if the polynomial algebra 
generated by the b(f) (f~ H) (or its closure in a topology for which cp is 
continuous) coincides with d then cp is called a mean zero Gaussian state 
on d. 
The real bilinear form on H 
cp(W)~ b(g)) =: df, g) 
is called the couariance (or correlation function or two-point function) of 
the state cp. A Fermi-Gaussian cp state with covariance given by 
df, g) = cp(W) .Wg)) = Wf, s> + i Im<f, Qg>, (2.16) 
where Q is a bounded self-adjoint real linear operator on H satisfying 
IlQll G 1 (2.17) 
is called a regular Fermi-Gaussian state on H. Since in this paper we shall 
deal only with regular Fermi-Gaussian states we shall call them simply 
Gaussian. 
A simple consequence of (2.14), (2.15) is that if H is a real vector space, 
then if {b(f): f~ H} c d is a Gaussian family with respect o a state cp on 
d and the map ft-+ b(f) is real linear, then: 
(i) The restriction of cp on the polynomial algebra generated by 
the b(f) (YE H) is completely determined by the correlation function 
d&f) . N&T)). 
(ii) If {D(f): f~ H} z d is another family with the property that 
each D(f) is a linear combination of the operators b(g), then also 
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(D(f): f E H} is a mean zero Gaussian family with respect to the same 
state and with the same covariance (cf. the following definition). 
In particular if {V(H) C} is the Clifford algebra over a real pre-Hilbert 
space H, a gauge invariant mean zero Gaussian state cp on W(H) with 
covariance Q is a state cp on %7(H) such that the family { C( f ): f E H} is a 
mean zero Fermi-Gaussian family with respect o cp with covariance Q. It 
is known that for every real linear self-adjoint Q on H satisfying (2.17) 
there exists a gauge invariant mean zero Gaussian state cp on g(H) with 
covariance Q. 
The following theorem is not essential for what follows, but we include 
it since the fact that the Gaussian states are intrinsically related to the 
canonical commutation and anticommutation relations has some interest 
of its own. This relation has been deduced by Giri and von Waldenfels 
[ 131 and von Waldenfels [19] in connection with the quantum central 
limit theorems. The proof given here is direct and exploits only the 
Gaussianity of the state. 
THEOREM (2.2). In the notations of Definition (2.1) denote, for a, b E s?, 
for any natural integer n, and]‘, , . . . . J,, < n natura/ integers, 
[a, bl,= ;;;;; 
if Ml, . . . . j,) = 1 
if h(il, . . . . j,) = SgW,, . . . . j,) 
(2.18) 
2 
and let { 2, 71, @} be the GNS representation of the polynomial *-algebra 
Y(B) generated by the set B. Then for any pair b,, b, E B one has 
[n(h), 4bJle =db,, UTdb,, b,), (2.19) 
where on the right hand side of (2.19) the sign - holds in the Boson case, 
the sign + in the Fermion case. 
Proof: Let q be the covariance of the Gaussian state. We have to show 
that for each p EN and for each b,, . . . . b,, b’, b” E B (with some of the his 
possibly equal among themselves), one has 
q(b,. . . . .b,,.[b’, b”],.bj+l. ... .b& 
=o(b’,b”).cp(b,. ... .b,.b,+, . . . .b,), (2.20) 
where cr(b’, b”) is defined by 
cp( [b’, b”],) = q(b’, b”) - q(b”, b’) =: a(b’, b”). (2.21) 
580,410/l-IO 
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To this goal, notice that the left hand side of the expression (2.20) is equal 
to 
cp(b,. ... .b,.b,+, . . . . .bzp+J 
Sh#(j+l,j+2);h=l,...,p+l 
+ c &(SI, . . . . b’, b”, . . . . S,) . q(b,,) 
(Sl.....Sp)E ap.2 
. . . . .q(b,,) . . . .db’, b”) ~LT,+,). ... q(bsJ (2.22) 
while 
fp(c,. ... .cj+l .Cj’ ... .czp+*) 
= c GS, 9.. . . sp, 1 hks,b ... ~4(CS,+,) (sl,...,Sp+l)E.~P2P+2.2 
SF, # (J + l,, + 2); h = 1, .._, p + I 
+ c c(SI, . . . . b”, b’, . . . . S,) 
(SIT...3S,)~~~2p,2 
.q(b,,). ... .q(b$ ... .q(b”, b’).q(b,,+,). ... .q(b,,,). (2.23) 
Now notice that the first terms in the right hand sides of (2.22) and (2.23) 
are equal because in both cases the pairs (h’, j), (A”, j+ 1) can appear in 
the sum if and only if both h’ and h” are less or equal than j- 1, hence h’ 
and h” can be exchanged giving rise to another term which is still in the 
sum. In the Boson case this term will have the same sign as the previous 
one. In the Fermion case, since the permutation differs by the previous one 
only for one exchange, the two terms will appear with opposite signs. In 
particular, in the Fermion case, 
E(S~> ...) Sj, b’t b”, Sj+ 1) ...) S,) = --E(SI, ...) Sj, b”, b’, ...y Sj+ 1, . . . . Sl,). 
(2.24) 
In both case we can suppose (up to the exchange of b” with b’) that for all 
permutations 
one has 
E(SI 9 ...y Sj, 6’3 b”, Sl+ 19 ...> Szp) = E(S, 7 ...) Sj, Sj+ 1, . . . . SIP). 
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This implies that 
cp(b,. ... .b,.[b’, b”lE.bj+, . ... .bzp) 
= c E(S[ ,..., S,).q(b,,). ... .q(bs,). ... 
(S1,....~,)~~2p,Z 
. Cdb’, b”) T db”, b’)l . dbs,+,) . . . . qU@ (2.25) 
and this proves (2.20). 
3. GRASSMANN MEASURES AND CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS 
Heuristically a Grassmann measure on F0 is an operator valued measure 
on F0 with the property that operators associated to disjoint sets anti- 
commute. In this section we show that the algebra spanned by the range 
of a Grassmann measure with a scalar quadratic variation is canonically 
isomorphic to the Clifford algebra over a pre-Hilbert space uniquely 
determined by the brackets of the measure. 
DEFINITION (3.1). A measure M: F0 + A is called a Grassmann measure 
if, in the notation (2.6) 
{M”‘(Z,), M”Z(Z,)} = 0; V~,,~~=1,2;VZ~,Z~~~~;suchthatZ,nZ,=O. 
(3.1) 
LEMMA (3.2). Let M be a Grassman measure. Then the brackets 
[[M, M]] and [CM*, M*]] exist andfor each ZE T one has 
MU)2=t{M,, M,l= [CM MIXI) (3.2) 
M*(Z)* = ;{M:, M:} = [[M*, M*]](Z). (3.3) 
Moreover, if either of the brackets 
[CM, M*ll or [CM*, WI (3.4) 
exists, then the other one exists andfor each ZG T one has 
{M*(z), M(z)} = [CM*, Mll(O+ [CM, M*ll(O (3.5) 
Proof: Let IS T and let I,, . . . . Z,, be a partition of Z by elements of &. 
Then using (3.1) one finds 
{M*(Z), M(Z)} =I M*(Zj) M(Zj) + 1 M(/i) M*(Zj). 
i i 
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Hence if either of the brackets (3.4) exists, the other one exists too and 
(3.5) holds. The identities (3.2), (3.3) follow by a similar argument since 
X2=(1/2)(X,X}. 
COROLLARY (3.3). If M is a Grassman measure on TO such that one of 
the brackets (3.4) exists then for each I, JC FO 
{MY(Z), M,(J)} = [[MT, Mj]](In J) + [[MT, Mi]](Zn J). (3.6) 
From now on we shall use the notation 
[CM?, Mj]]=o,i, i, j= 1, 2 (3.7) 
so that 
lICM*>Wl=cll; [CM M*ll= a*,; 
[CM*, M*ll =a,,; [CM, WI =021. 
Thus, by definition cii: F0 + ,zZ is a finitely additive measure and with this 
notation, 
{MT(I), y,(J)} = 2 Re ati(Zn J). (3.8) 
The matrix (au), whose coefficients are d-valued measures, will be denoted 
cr. For JE Ye define the (field) measures 
NXJ) =; CM(J) + M*(J)1 (3.9) 
B(k) =k CM(J) - M*(J)]. (3.10) 
A more precise notation for B(xJ), B(iXJ) would have been respectively 
B(J), Bi(J). Our choice is aimed at evidentiating the interpretation of these 
measures as field operators on the real pre-Hilbert space of complex valued 
step functions on T (cf. Corollary (3.5)). 
For each step function f: T + C of the form 
f = c fix1,; f,EC, lie&; je F-a finite set (3.11) 
jcF 
we define the field operator B(f) by real linearity, i.e., 
B(f)= c Wf,) &I,)+ c Umfi)B(b,). 
.I E F jeF 
(3.12) 
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An elementary computation using (3.8) shows that, in the notations (3.7), 
for each 1, JE F0 one has 
P(xJ, Wxd = Im fldn 4 (3.14) 
{B(h), B(k,)) = ito,, + a2dUnJ) - Re a,,(lnJ). (3.15) 
Whence one deduces that iff, g are given by 
f= c f,Xl,i g= c gix/, 
/SF jcF 
(3.16) 
then B(f) and B(g) satisfy the anti-commutation relations 
{B(f), B(g)) =c Wfk, Imfk) 
ktF 
i(o,, + g&k + Re(c,,h Wa12)k . 
Imto12)k i(flll +‘=22)k-Re(CJ12)k 
(3.17) 
where we used the notation 
(Gij)k = fJij(Zk). (3.18) 
Introducing for the right hand side of (3.17) the shorthand notation 
2(flgL (3.19) 
we obtain in conclusion 
P(f)? m))=2(fld,. (3.20) 
In particular (3.17) implies that for all f of the form (3.11), (f If), is a 
positive operator. 
Now suppose that M has scalar brackets, meaning by this that the 
brackets rrij defined by (3.7) are scalar measures (here and in the following 
we shall identify the elements of C with the scalar multiples of the identity 
in SS?). 
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Then the vector space of all the complex valued functions on of the form 
(3.1 l), endowed with the (possibly degenerate) scalar product defined by 
(3.17), is a real pre-Hilbert space which we shall denote H,(a). We shall 
also denote H,(a) as the algebraic quotient of H,,(a) by the subspace of 
zero norm elements and {%$,(o), C} the Clifford algebra over H,,(a). In 
particular, the same symbol will denote a function of the form (3.11) and 
its class modulo the zero norm elements. The completion of H,(a), denoted 
H(o), can be identified to the classes of complex functionsf on (T, F) such 
that 
WJdf) +da22(t)) (da12)(r) 
(da,, l(t) i(da,,(t) +da22(t)) 
< co. (3.21) 
The scalar product in H(a) will be still denoted (.I .), and the norm will 
be denoted 11. Il0. In the following we shall denote A$ as the *-algebra 
spanned by the range of M. It is clear that A$ coincides with the complex 
algebra spanned by the B(f) (f E H,(a)). 
THEOREM (3.4). If the Grassman measure M has scalar brackets and if 
the algebra d has no self-adjoint nilpotent elements, then the map 
bCf)E~o++Wf)EA, f E Ho(a) (3.22) 
extends to a *-isomorphism of %$ with A@$. 
Proof. The map (3.22) is well defined because if 1) f/IV = 0 then 
o=IlfI12=~{B(f),B(f)}=B(f)2EC-QI 
hence B(f) = 0 since d has no self-adjoint nilpotents. By the universal 
property of the Clifford algebra this map extends to an isomorphism of %Y 
onto J&. 
COROLLARY (3.5). Let d be a C*-algebra, then the norm closure of At’,, 
in d is isomorphic to the Clifford C*-algebra over H(a). 
Proof: If (f,,) is a sequence in H,(a) converging to f E H(a) then, since 
IIWfm)-Wfn)l12= II~(fm-fnN2= IIf??-frill’, 
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it follows that B(f,) converges in norm to an element of d which we 
denote B(f). If B(g) is another such an element, then by continuity 
P(f), &d = (fl g),. Wh ence the thesis follows from the universality of 
the Clifford C*-algebra. 
4. THE FERMION LEVY THEOREM 
In this section we show that if an d-valued Grassman measure M on 
&, beyond having scalar brackets, is also a difference martingale for a 
projective family of conditional expectations, then the restriction on the 
algebra J&,, generated by the range of M, of any state cp on -c4, compatible 
with these conditional expectations, induces on %(H,(o)) g A0 a Gaussian 
state whose covariance is uniquely determined by cr. 
We shall assume that, for each IE F0 there exists a set IP c T, called the 
past of I such that 
InIP=@ 
IrJ-IPzJP. 
DEFINITION (4.0). A (finite or infinite) sequence (I,) of elements of F0 is 
called time ordered if 
Remark (1). The example we have in mind with this definition is 
T=R+;~~={(~,t]:O~~~t<~~},andifZ=(s,t]thenZ~=[O,~].This 
choice gives the usual time ordering. Our motivation for the greater 
generality has been the attempt o apply our results to a relativistic context. 
However, in this attempt we met serious difficulties in finding a “past 
function” well behaved with respect o partitions. 
In this paper by a conditional expectation we shall mean a map 
E: & -i d satisfying 
E’=E. (4.1) 
Notice that the condition E( 1) = 1 is not required. We shall assume that, 
for each IE& there exists a conditional expectation 
E,,:sd+& (4.2) 
which is continuous in the topology of ~2 and satisfies the following 
conditions: 
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(i) (Projectivity) For each Z, .ZE& such that ZGJ 
E,, . E,, = E,r . E,p = Ep. (4.3) 




Ep(P,P . a Q/p) = P,, . Eda) . Q/p, VaEd. (4.4b) 
This condition implies in particular that the polynomial algebra in the 
variables (4.4a) is contained in the fixed points of Elp. From now on we 
shall fix a family {EIP: ZE &} of conditional expectations on d 
DEFINITION (4.1). An (E,,)-difference martingale, or simply a difference 
martingale is a measure M: YO - & such that for each ZE YO one has 
E,.dMi(Z)) = 0, i= 1, 2. (4.5) 
Notice that, in view of (4.3), this implies that for each Z, JE YO satisfying 
J&Z one has 
E,p(Mi(J)) ~0, i= 1, 2. (4.6) 
LEMMA (4.2). Let M: FO + d be an (E,p)-d$ference martingale such 
that the bracket [ [M, M] ] exists. Then for each Z, I,, Z2 E TO such that 
I,, Z,EZ one has 
E~~(M+(ZI).M~(Z~))=EIP(CCM:, .,ll&-4) 
= E&iJZ~ n Zd) (i, j= 1, 2). (4.7) 
Proof. Let Z, Ii, Zz be as in the formulation of the lemma. Remark that, 
for I, n Z, = @ 
E,P(M+(ZI).Mi(Zz))=O. (4.8) 
In fact since I, E Z one has Zp c ZT, and therefore, since also I, G Z’; one has 
E,P(M+(ZI).Mi(Z*))=E,p~E,~(M+(Z~).Mj(Zz)) 
=E,,(E,~(M+(Z,)).M,(Z,))=O. 
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Now let J= I, = Z, and let {.Zi , . . . . Jk} be a partition of J. Then by (4.8) 
~,~(&+(Jb~i(J))=~~~ ; W(J,)$AJ,) 
h=l 
and by the continuity of E,, we conclude 
E,,(M+(J).M,(J))=E,,(CCM+,Mill(J)). (4.9) 
In conclusion, for I,, I, as in the theorem one has, using (4.8) and (4.9), 
E,P(M+ (1, .M,(Zd) = EIP(MF (1, n Z2) Mj(Zl n ZJ) 
=E,P(CCMt,M,ll(Z1nZ,)). 
In particular, if A4 has scalar brackets then, in the notation (3.7) one has 
Now notice that on the real pre-Hilbert space H,(a) the multiplication 
by i defines a natural complex structure and that the space Ho,+.(a) of the 
real valued step functions is such that the restriction of the scalar product 
of H,(a) on ZZO,r,(~) is real valued and one has the natural decomposition 
hence the creation and annihilation operators a*(f), with f in H, can be 
defined as in (2.12) and V(H,(a)) can be identified to the polynomial 
algebra in the noncommuting variables a’(~,) with ZE TO. 
In the following we shall assume that LX! has no self-adjoint nilpotents; 
we shall denote u: %? + J& z d as the isomorphism defined in 
Theorem (3.4). 
Using the identification of %?(H,(cT)) with the polynomial algebra in the 
noncommuting variables a* (x1) with ZE TO, and additivity, we can further 
assume that V(H,(a)) is spanned by the products of the form 
&qX,,) . . .&Q,“) 
with (in the notation (2.6)) HEN, ji, . . . . j,= 1,2, and I,, . . . . Z,EY~ and 
where for any pair j, k = 1, . . . . n, the sets Z,, Z, are either disjoint or 
coincident. Finally, by repeated use of the CAR, we can suppose that 
%(H,(a)) is spanned by the products of the form 
a(XI,)‘h’) .a + (xp’ . . . . . &y” a + (XJk”’ (4.10) 
with Zi, . . . . Z, E YO mutually disjoint. 
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THEOREM (4.3). Let (Elp) (ZEF&) be a projective family of conditional 
expectations with the properties described at the beginning of this section and 
let M be an (Et,,)-difference martingale which is a Grassmann measure with 
scalar non-atomic brackets (o,)( . ) (i, j = 1,2). Let cp be any state on d, 
compatible with the family (E,,,) of conditional expectations, and let cp, be 
the Gaussian state on {W(H,,(a)), C} with mean zero and covariance 
uniquely determined by 
q,(a”‘+(X,) .a(‘)(~~)) = oV(Zn J), Z,.ZEF~, i,j=1,2. (4.11) 
Assume moreover that (#(H,(o)) is spanned by the products of the form 
(4.10) with the additional condition that the sets I,, . . . . I,, E F0 are time 
ordered in the sense of Definition, (4.0). Then 
(Pa=(POU. (4.12) 
Remark (1). The thesis of the theorem can be rephrased by saying that 
the family {M(Z), M(Z)*: ZE &} is a mean zero Fermi-Gaussian family 
with respect to the state cp with covariance given by the identity operator 
(in the space H,(a)). 
Proof Since u(a(Xt)) = M(Z) for each ZE &, by our assumptions it will 
be sufficient to prove the identity 
cpg (4x1,)“’ . a + (xl,)“’ . . . . . a(xJ” . a+ (xl,,YT 
=c~(M+(l,)~‘.M(l& . . . .M+(ZJhn.M(ZJkn) (4.13) 
for all n EN, . . . . j, and 
mutually disjoint and time ordered, and for all h,, k,, . . . . h,, k, = 0, 1 such 
that h, + kj k 1. To this goal let us first consider the right hand side of 
(4.14). Since the Z, are time ordered, the compatibility of rp with the E,; 
implies that this is equal to 
and this is zero if h, + k, = 1 since M is a difference martingale, while if 
h, + k, = 2 it is equal to 
cp(M+(Z,)h’.M(Z,)k’. ..I .M+(Z,_,)hn~‘.M(Z,_I)kn-‘).all(Z,) (4.14) 
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because of Lemma (4.2) and the assumption that CJ is scalar. By iteration 
of this argument we see that the right hand side of (4.14) is zero if for some 
j= 1, . ..) n one has Zz, + kj = 1 and it is equal to 
a,,(Z,). ... .a,,(Zn) (4.15) 
if hJ+kj=2 for allj=l,..., n. Now let us consider the left hand side of 
(4.14). Because of Gaussianity this is equal to zero if 
C hj + C kj (4.16) 
is odd. If the sum (4.16) is equal to 2p then the left hand side of (4.14) has 
the form 
%(Q’%I,,) . . . . . ~(er24x,,,)) (4.17) 
with E,, = 1,2 and r,, . . . . rzp varying in the set 1, . . . . n and corresponding to 
those of the indices h,, k,, . . . . h,, k, which are not equal to zero. Because 
of (2.14), (4.17) has the form 
c sgn(i,, j, ; . . . . 
(il. jl; . . . . . $.j,) 
ipT jp) cp,(a’e”‘(~,,,,J . a”91’(xl,,,)) 
. . . . . cpo (aierrP)(q ) a “““‘(xI,,ph (4.18) P 
where (i, , j, ; . . . . ip, jP) is a permutation of the indices 1, . . . . 2p such that 
. 
1,<12< ... <i,; i, <jl, Lx = 1, . ..) p. 
Because of the assumption (4.11), (4.18) is equal to 
c w(i,, j, ; . . . . i,, j,) cp,(a 
‘q, Kr,,,,) (6: h,,,) ..‘I ) 
(iI, il ;...;ip, j,)
. . . . (PO (u’E?(X,,, ) . a (%,, )), (4.19) P P 
where E+ denotes the conjugate index of E (i.e., E+ = 2 if E = 1, E + = 1 if 
E = 2). But the Z, are either disjoint or coincident and the only case of 
coincidence can occur in correspondence of a pair a ’ (x,,) . u(x,,) whose 
cp,-expectation value is ai, because of (4.10) and (4.11). Thus, if for 
some j, E (1, . . . . PZ} one has hi0 + k,, = 1, then among the intersections 
Z,, A Zrj there will always be an empty one and (4.19) will be zero. If this is 
not the case then p = n (r,, .,., r2p) = (1, 1,2, 2, . . . . n, n) and in the sum 
(4.19) the only surviving term corresponds to the identity permutation 
which gives the expression (4.15). Thus the theorem is proved. 
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5. CONTINUITY OF THE TRAJECTORIES 
In this section we clarify the role played by the continuity of the trajec- 
tories in the proof of the Fermi-Levy theorem. Throughout this section, we 
shall suppose that the multiplication and the involution are continuous in 
the topology of d. The discussion which follows is valid for any two 
d-valued measures X, Y, or T, and assumes neither any commutation 
relation between the values of these measures on disjoint intervals nor any 
martingale type property of them. 
We shall keep the notations and assumptions of the previous sections, 
with the exception that in this and the following section we shall deal only 
with the case in which the index set T is a sub-interval of R with the Bore1 
a-algebra, TO is the family of bounded sub-intervals of T of the form (s, t], 
and the past function is defined by 
(s,t]~Tw(-co,~]nT=(s,t]~. (5.1) 
Instead of Z& P we shall use the notation E,,. Hence, particularizing to 
the present situation the notions introduced at the beginning of Section 4, 
we see that the family (E,,) of conditional expectations is projective, i.e., 
s d t =a Es, . E,, = z$, (5.2) 
and, if P,, d,, are any two polynomials in the non-commutative variables 
{W, b), Y(a’, 0, a < b, a’ < b’, b, b’ < t E TJ 
then for any d 
Et, (f’t, . a. Qr,) = P,, .E,, (a) . Qt,. (5.3) 
Moreover each E,, is a continuous map from & to d. If 9(s, t) is a finite 
partition of the interval (s, t] in subintervals, we denote lP(s, t)l as the 
maximum length of the intervals ZE~(S, t). Throughout this section the 
symbols X and Y will denote two d-valued finitely additive measures 
on T. 
DEFINITION (5.1). If the limit 
lim c 
Ims,‘)l -0 (a,b] Esys, f) 
&, @-(a, b). Y(G b)) 
exists in &, then we denote it by 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
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and call it the oblique (or Watanabe) brackets of X and Y (as opposed to 
the square (or Meyer) brackets given by (2.3)). Notice that this notion 
depends on the choice of the projective family (E,,). Sometimes, to under- 
line this dependence we will use the notations 
<X OcE,,) Cc 1) or (X y>, (s9 t), 
where cp is any state on d compatible with the family of conditional 
expectations (IT,]). 
DEFINITION (5.2). An operator CZE JZZ is called of initial type with 
respect o the family of conditional expectations (E,,) if for each t E T 
E,,(a) = a. (5.6) 
PROPOSITIONS (5.3). Suppose that ((X, Y)) exists. Then: 
(i) The map (s, t] E TH ((X, Y)) (s, t) is afinitely additive measure. 
(ii) Zj” also [ [X, Y] ] exists, then for each (s, t] E T, one has 
E,,(CCX Yll (s, t))=Es,(<X 0 (S> t)). (5.7) 
(iii) Zfboth [[X, Y]] and ((X, Y)) exist and are qf initial t,vpe, then 
CIIX Yll= <x 0. (5.8) 
(iv) If X and Y are (E,, )-difference martingales then 
Es, (X(s, t). Y(s, t)) = E,,((X Y>> (s, t)). (5.9) 
Proof: All the properties follow easily from the definition. 
LEMMA (5.4). For any pair of d-valued measures X, Y with the property 
that both brackets [[X, Y]] and ((X, Y)) exists in d and moreover, for 
each (s, t] G T, the quantity Ex, (X(s, t) Y(s, t)) is of initial type one has, for 
any interval (s, t] E T, 
E,,(ICCX Yll ($9 tl- KX 0 (~3 t112) 
. CCE,I(IdX(tj) .dY(ti)12)- IE,,(dX(tj) .dY(t~))121) (5.10) 
(in the sense that the limit on the right hand side exists and is equal to the 
left hand side). 
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Proof: Let P(s, t) = {t, -C . ’ < tmf be any partition of (s, t] and 
consider the difference 
Es] 
[I 
1 dx(tj) ’ dY(tj) - 1 CE,] tdxtfj) ’ dY(tj))) 2 
*I I I II . (5.11) 9 
Since multiplication, E,, and * are continuous in the topology of d, it 
follows that the expression (5.11) tends to 
~s,(lccx Yll (A fl- <x y>> (A f112) (5.12) 
as ICP(.s, t)l + 0. On the other hand 
Es] 
(I 
C tdxttj) .dY(fj)) ’ 
‘I I) 
=C Es](l(dxtzj) 'dy(tj))12) 
+2 Re c E,,(l(dX(t,)+ .dY(t,)’ .dX(t,)~dY(t,))l*) 
I, < 1, 
=F E,,(I(dX(tj)‘dY(tj))12) 
+ 2 Re c Esl(dX(tj)+ ‘dY(r,)+ ~E,~CldX(t~)dX(tj)‘dY(tj)121) 
I, < 1, 
+ E,v] 
(I 
1 Et,] lIdxCtj) .dY(tj)l ’ 
c I) 
-2 Re c E,,(CdX(rj).dY(tj)l+ .KkI CdX(tk).dY(tk)l). (5.13) 
‘t,‘, 
Using the scalar type assumption for the third term and (5.13), for the first 
one, (5.13) becomes 
+ E.3] 
(I 
1 Er,] [Idxttj) ‘dY(tj)l 2 
I> 
-2Re ~E,,(ldX(~,).dr(r,)]’ .Efk] C~X(~k)~W~,)l) 
r,.r, 
=E,, c cE,,,(l~~(~j)-dY(~j)12)- I(~,,(~X(~j)~~Y(~.,)))lZ1 (5.14) 
and from this (5.10) immediately follows. 
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Recall that a family YO of states on d is called separating if for each 
aG& 
COROLLARY (5.5). Let X, Y be finitely additive d-valued measures such 
that both brackets [[X, Y]], ((X, Y)) exist in d. Suppose that there exists 
a separating family 9, of states on d with the following properties: 
(i) For each cp E y0 there exists a projective family (E,,) = (ET,) of 
conditional expectations such that E,,(X(s, t) . Y(s, t)) is of initial type for 
any (s, t] c T. 
(ii) For each cp E y0 and for each (s, t] c T one has 
lim c 
‘.P(s,r)’ -O (I,,f,+,]E~(s,I) 
I&,, (dx(t,) .dY(t,))l’ = 0. 
(iii) For each cp E y. the bracket ((A’, Y)), is independent on cp. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 





Proof Applying Lemma (5.4) to each family (Ey,) (cp E Yo) and using 
the compatibility of cp with EY;, we see that (5.16) is equivalent to 
d ccx Yll b, t) - <x 0 (s, t)12) = 0 (5.17) 
for each cp E Y. and (s, t] G T. The statement hen follows since Y. is 
separating. 
Remark (1). The calculations in Section (5.1) of [S] show that the 
choices 
m t) = &[s,,,)i Y(S> f) = ‘4 +(XCsJ,) 
(all the terms are referred to as the Fock space over L2(R +)) provide a 
simple example of a situation in which all the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) are 
satisfied. By adding an initial space one can construct new examples from 
this one. A simple case in which condition (ii) of Corollary (5.5) is verified 
occurs when there exists a real valued non-atomic measure vT on T, 
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bounded on bounded intervals and a locally VT-integrable d-valued 
function F satisfying, for each (s, t] G T, 
I-4, (X(s, l) . Yb, t))12 6 F(s). v(s, t)*. 
Examples in which this condition is satisfied are easily constructed by 
considering polynomials in the A and A+ processes in the Fock or 
universal invariant representation of the CCR over L2(R+). 
In order to prove that, in the case of classical stochastic processes, 
the conditions in Corollary (5.5) are equivalent to the continuity of the 
trajectories, let us consider the case in which d = L”(Q, 9, P) with 
the topology of convergence P-almost everywhere (for some probability 
space (Q, 9, P)) and X= Y= a real valued semimartingale such that 
((X, X)) exists. In this case 
4, (dX(f)*) = Qxx x$(t) + 4dl) (5.18) 
hence the limit in condition (ii) of Corollary (5.5) is the sum of the squares 
of the jumps of ((X, A’)) in (s, t]. Condition (ii) of Corollary (5.5) thus 
means, in this case, that ((X, X)) is non-atomic, i.e., continuous. On the 
other hand, taking for cp the #-integral which is clearly separating for &, 
condition (5.15 ), i.e., 
CC& XII = <xx>> P - a.e. (5.19) 
is surely equivalent to the continuity of the trajectories of X if ((X, X)) is 
continuous, because it is a general fact that the sum of the jumps of [A’, XJ 
in (s, t] is equal to the sum of the squares of the jumps of X in (s, t] 
(cf. [l, (44.1), p.2341 or [2, (31.13), p. 1143). 
In general the relation between [X, Xq and ((A’, A’)) is the following 
(cf. [ 11 or [a]): ((X, X)) is the only predictable process Y such that 
[X, XJ - Y is a martingale. 
If X is complex valued, by considering separately the real and the 
imaginary part we arrive at the conclusion that (using the notation (2.6)) 
if the brackets [[X”‘, P]] ((P, P)) (Ed= 1, 2) exist, then X has 
continuous trajectories if and only if the measures ((P, P)) are non- 
atomic (i.e., the Meyer brackets are continuous and the equality 
[[x”‘, P]] = ((P, P)), El, E* = 1, 2 (5.20) 
holds. Furthermore, if X is a continuous trajectory semimartingale, then 
the brackets [[X, X]] exist and are continuous. This equivalence naturally 
suggests the following definition: 
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DEFINITION (5.6). An d-valued process such that the brackets 
[[P, P]] ((P, P)) (E,= 1, 2) exist is said to have continuous 
trajectories if the d-valued measures ((P, P)) are non-atomic and the 
equalities (5.20) hold. 




0 if t-cl 
_+l if t = 1, with probability l/2 





REMARK (2). Notice that, in the conditions of Corollary (5.5) and with 
X= Y or Y = X*, condition (5.16), which is a condition on the fourth 
mixed moments of X and X* becomes equivalent to the continuity of the 
trajectories of X in the sense of Definition (5.6), at least in the case in which 
the measures (( YE’, YE*)) are scalar valued (which is the case considered in 
cz 31). 
6. RANDOM TIME CHANGES AND CANONICAL FORMS 
In this section d will denote a topological *-algebra and T an interval 
in R. An d-valued measure M on T satisfying 
MS, t)EC.l~,,, (s, t] E T 
will be called a scalar measure. An d-valued function f on T satisfying 
f(t)EC.I.d9 tET 
will be called a scalar function. A step function on d is an d-valued 
function which is piecewise constant, continuous from the left, and assumes 
finitely many values on every bounded interval. Now let us recall from [6] 
the notion of associative Ito algebra. 
DEFINITION (6.1). An Zto algebra over LZ? is a complex linear space 9 of 
d-valued finitely additive measures on T such that: 
(i) For each pair of measures M, NE 9, the mutual quadratic 
variation [[M, N]] of M and N exists and belongs to #. 
(ii) The map (M, N)E~ x 9~ [[M, N]] is associative. 
S80/11O:l-II 
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(iii) The set 9 is self-adjoint, i.e., for each ME 9, the d-valued 
measure on T 
M*(s, t) = M(s, t)* (6.1) 
also belongs to 9. 
(iv) For each M, NE 9 one has 
[CM WI* = CCN*, M*ll. (6.2) 
In this section 4 will denote a fixed associative Ito algebra whose 
elements will be called the integrators or the stochastic dzfferentiuls and F 
will denote a topological *-algebra of measurable d-valued functions on T, 
whose elements will be called the integrands. We assume that 9 contains 
a dense sub-algebra of step functions, denoted 9, and we shall use the 
same symbol * for the involutions in d, in 9, and in 9. 
DEFINITION (6.2). A stochastic integration over (9 9’) with respect o 




subject to the following conditions: 
(i) If 
is a step function, then 
(foM)(s, t)=Cf(tj).M(tj, tj+l) (6.4a) 
(Mof )(s3 t, = 1 M(tj, tj+ 1) ef(tj)* (6.4b) 
(ii) For each ME 9, the maps 
fEF”foM; fEFHHOf 
are continuous. 
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Notice that, by the definition of a bimodule [IO], for all f, geS and 
ME 9, the following properties hold: 
u-~w~g=f~(M~g) (6.5a) 
(~.l,)oM=Mo(~.l,)=I.M. (6.5b) 
Notice that, by the definition of an .a - *-bimodule the right and left action 
of 9 on Y must be compatible with the multiplication and the involution 
in 9, i.e., one must have 
CCfoM NogIl =fo [CM Nllog (6.6) 
(fo M)* = M* of *. (6.7) 
Sometimes we use the notations 
(So W(s, 1) = j-‘f dM; 
s 
(Mof)(s, t) = 1’ dMf: 
s 
Following the terminology introduced in [2] we introduce the 
DEFINITION (6.3). A stochastic integration over 9 with respect o Y is 




where I~ denotes the identity map on @- and 
a~M=M~p,(a) VaEF”. (6.9) 
From now on we assume that it is given a stochastic integration over 9 
with respect o S which satisfies a p-commutation relation. 
DEFINITION (6.4). Let MEY and let the pair (B, B*) be obtained from 
the pair (M, M*) via the transformation 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
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which we write in matrix form 
(B, *) = (M, AI*) fz “4;:;) (6.12) 
witha,bE9andp=p,. If the transformation (6.12) is invertible, then we 
say that the pair (B, B*) has been obtained from the pair (M, M*) by a 
random time change with coefficients a, b E P. 
Notice that, if a and b are constant scalars, the associated random time 
change is an invertible linear map in the linear space spanned by A4 and 
M* which commutes with the natural involution in this space. If A4 is an 
annihilation operator, such a map (more precisely, the one obtained by it 
normalizing to one the determinant) is called, in the physical literature, a 
Bogoliubov transformation. 
To every pair (M, M*) we associate its bracket matrix 
[[(Z)> (M.M*)]]=( [CM*, Ml1 [CM*, M*ll [[AI, M]] [[M, M*]] > . (6.13) 
For brevity, in the following, the right hand side of (6.13) will be denoted 
(6.14) 
Notice that, if the pair (B, B*) is related to (M, M*) by the random time 
change (6.12), then the corresponding bracket matrices are related by 
CCB*> WI [LB*> B*ll 
CCK WI CC& B*ll > 
(6.15) 
DEFINITION (6.5). We say that ME 9 has brackets of scalar type if there 
exists a random time change which transforms the pair (M, M*) into a 
new pair (B, B*) whose bracket matrix (6.5) is a 2 x2-matrix (necessarily 
of positive type) with coefficients in the complex valued measures on T. If 
moreover the coefficients (TV (j = 1,2) of cr have the form 
cTij(S, t) = a;. v(s, t), i, j= 1,2, (6.16) 
where (4:) = 0’ is a complex valued 2 x 2 matrix (of positive) type and v 
is a posittve real valued measure, then we say that A4 has brackets of 
constant scalar type. If ME f has brackets of constant scalar type then we 
can assume, up to a random time change, that its bracket matrix has the 
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form (6.16), where (oi.) = co is a constant complex valued matrix. The 
random time changes with coefficients in C, identified to a subalgebra of 9 
will then be in one-to-one correspondence with the complex 2 x 2 matrices 




i.e., with the elements of R x Sp(2, C) where Sp(2, C) denotes the complex 
symplectic group of order 2. Correspondingly, the matrix 0’ associated to 
(M, M*) will vary under the action 
awg*.a.g, g E R x Sp(2, C). (6.18) 
The orbits of the 2 x 2 complex matrices under the action (6.18) are easily 
classified by the following lemma. This provides a complete list of the 
canonical forms of the bracket matrices of those pairs (M, M*) of 
&-valued measures with brackets of constant scalar type (and therefore of 
their equivalence classes modulo random time changes). 
LEMMA (6.6). The orbits of the action (6.18) of Rx Sp(2, C) on the 
non-zero 2 x 2 complex positive semi-definite matrices, are the following: 
(i) The orbit, denoted C, of the matrix 
1 1 ( > 11’ 
(ii) For each 1 in [O, 11, the orbit, denoted O,, of the matrix 
( 1+1 0 0 > 1-A. 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
Moreover for A # A’, Oj, and 0; are disjoint and a = (ai, j) belongs to the 
orbit C if and only if 
i(a,,, + a 2.2) = la1,21 (6.21) 
while it belongs to the orbit 0, (A E [0, 1 ] ), if and only if 
la1,2l Z iCal,, + a2,J (6.22) 
I=i(a I,~ -a2,2) (6.23) 
(up to orbit equivalence one can always assume that aI,, 3 a*,*). 
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Proof: For 0 as above and any real number 4, one has 
( Gl,l o,,*e2” = c2,1e -2i4 Q2.2 1. (6.24) 
Thus, up to equivalence, we can assume that o,,~ is real. In this case the 
matrix (o,,~) can be written in the form 
(a;’ a”,> 
with CI, /I, y given respectively by 
a = 1(Q + ~2,213 B = 1~1,2L 
and satisfying 
a2 - y* Z b2. 
(6.25) 
Y = ;h,l- g2,2) (6.26) 
(6.27) 
From the explicit form of (a, b)+ o(a, b) one immediately verifies that a 
matrix of the form (6.25) is equivalent to a diagonal matrix if and only if 
there exist two complex numbers a, b such that 
la12-lb12#0 (6.28) 
0 = /3(a’ + b2) + 2aub = b(u + b)’ + 2(a - /?) ub. (6.29) 
If a =/I #O, then (6.29) contradicts (6.28) and 0 cannot be equal to any 
diagonal (nonzero) matrix. The case a = /I = 0 is excluded by (6.27) and by 
the assumption that (T # 0. Moreover, because of (6.27), the condition a = fi 
implies that y = 0, hence in this case r~ is a multiple of the matrix (6.19). 
If a #/I, then Eqs. (6.28), (6.29) can always be solved in a, b. Therefore, 
in this case the matrix (6.25) is equivalent to a diagonal matrix which, up 
to equivalence, can always be written in the form (6.20). Conversely, under 
the action of R x Sp(2, C), a matrix of the form (6.20) is transformed into 
a matrix of the form (6.25) with a and p arbitrary (satisfying (6.27)) and 
y = 2. Thus the number ,? completely characterizes the orbit. Again using 
(6.26), condition (6.23) follows. Finally the positivity of (6.20) implies that 
111 < 1 and this ends the proof. 
Finally, let us see how the scalar product (3.21), the commutators (3.17), 
and the correlation functions cp(Bf. BJ look like in the various canonical 
forms. 
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To this goal let us denote ( . . . ) as the usual scalar product on 
L*(R, dt; C) = L*(R). In case of the orbit C, i.e., for Q of the form (6.19), 
we find 
I&, &.} =2(Re.L Re s> 
d&.&l= (Ref, Re g>. 
In the case of the orbits 0, (0 d A 6 l), i.e., of the form (6.20), one finds 
{&, B,) = W.L g> 
d+B,)=fCW.L g> +iAIm(f, s)>l. 
The four canonical forms listed in the Introduction correspond to the 
orbits C, O,, 0, and 0; with 0 < ,? < 1. 
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